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Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), one of the most prevalent childhood
disorders today, is generally more likely to be diagnosed and treated in boys than
in girls. However, gender differences in ADHD are currently poorly understood, partly
because previous research included only a limited proportion of girls and relied
mainly on subjective measures of ADHD, which are highly vulnerable to reporter’s
bias. To further examine gender differences in ADHD and to address some of the
shortcomings of previous studies, this study examined gender differences in subjective
and objective measures of ADHD among clinic-referred children with ADHD. Participants
were 204 children aged 6–17 years-old with ADHD (129 boys, 75 girls). A retrospective
analysis was conducted using records of a clinical database. Obtained data included
parent and teacher forms of the Conners ADHD rating scales, Child Behavior
Checklist (CBCL), Teacher’s Report Form (TRF), and child’s continuous performance
test (CPT) scores. Results showed that according to parents’ and teachers’ reports
of ADHD-related symptoms (Conners ADHD rating scales), girls had more inattention
problems than boys, but no differences were identified in the level of hyperactivity and
impulsivity symptoms. CPT data, however, revealed higher impulsivity among boys. We
did not find gender differences in the level of distractibility during CPT performance.
Specifically, the effects of distractors type (visual environmental stimuli, auditory stimuli,
or a combination of them) and distractors load (one or two distracting stimuli at a time)
on CPT performance did not differ between boys and girls with ADHD. These findings
suggest that gender effects on ADHD symptoms may differ between subjective and
objective measures. Understanding gender differences in ADHD may lead to improved
identification of girls with the disorder, helping to reduce the gender gap in diagnosis
and treatment.
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INTRODUCTION

Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is one of
the most prevalent childhood disorders today (Barkley, 2015),
with an estimated worldwide prevalence of 7.2% in children
under 18 years of age (Thomas et al., 2015). Although gender
has been considered a significant factor in ADHD research
for many years (Arnold, 1996), gender differences among
children with ADHD are not well understood (Hasson and
Fine, 2012). Generally, boys are more likely to be referred,
diagnosed, and treated for ADHD symptoms than girls. These
findings were previously attributed to gender differences in the
manifestation of ADHD (e.g., males having more disruptive
symptoms; Gaub and Carlson, 1997; Gershon, 2002) as well
as to referral bias (Rucklidge, 2008, 2010; Ohan and Visser,
2009). Understanding the role of gender in ADHD care has
been historically hindered by methodological issues, such as
involving relatively low numbers of girls in research samples,
failing to control for possible gender effects, and relying solely
on subjective scales which are often subjected to reporter’s bias
(Quinn and Madhoo, 2014). As a result, literature focusing on
ADHD in female subjects, and gender differences in ADHD
has been limited (Nadeau and Quinn, 2002; Sassi, 2010). The
aim of the current study was, therefore, to examine gender
differences in ADHD-related symptoms, using subjective and
objective measures, within a clinic-referred sample of 6–17-year-
old children with ADHD.

GENDER DIFFERENCES IN ADHD
PREVALENCE

Research has consistently shown that boys are more likely to be
diagnosed and treated for ADHD-related symptoms than girls
(Biederman et al., 2002; Gudjonsson et al., 2014). Male-to-female
ratios of ADHD diagnosis ranged from 2:1 to 10:1 (Nøvik et al.,
2006; Ramtekkar et al., 2010; Willcutt, 2012), with higher male-
to-female ratios found in clinical vs. population-based samples
(Skogli et al., 2013).

Research on gender differences in ADHD suggests that
girls may be consistently under-identified and underdiagnosed
because of differences in the disorder manifestation among
boys and girls. Girls diagnosed with ADHD show fewer
hyperactive/impulsive symptoms and more inattentive
symptoms when compared with boys with the disorder
(Biederman et al., 2002; Biederman and Faraone, 2004).
Further, girls with ADHD present more commonly with
the inattentive subtype than do boys (Hinshaw et al., 2006).
In addition, males with ADHD have been found to have
more co-existing externalizing disorders (conduct disorder,
oppositional defiant disorder) and symptoms (e.g., aggression,
rule-breaking) than typically developing boys, while females
tend to show more internalizing disorders (e.g., anxiety) in
comparison to typically developing girls (Biederman et al.,
2010; Hinshaw et al., 2012). Symptoms of inattention and
internalization might be less likely to be disruptive in the
classroom, resulting in fewer referrals, diagnoses, and treatment
of ADHD in girls (Biederman et al., 2002; Diamantopoulou

et al., 2007). In a recent Swedish large-scale study, Mowlem
et al. (2019) showed that hyperactivity/impulsivity symptoms,
as well as conduct problems, were stronger predictors of
clinical diagnosis and prescription of pharmacological
treatment than other types of ADHD-related symptoms,
suggesting that females with ADHD may be more easily
missed in the ADHD diagnostic process and less likely
to be prescribed medication unless they have prominent
externalizing problems.

Another possible reason for underdiagnosis and
undertreatment of ADHD in girls is that symptoms of
inattention are more likely to be present in a structured
educational environment, such as in high school or college,
which may delay diagnosis among females (Bruchmüller et al.,
2012). Lastly, females with ADHD may develop better-coping
strategies than males to compensate for their ADHD-related
difficulties, such as working hard to maintain classroom
performance. As a result, they can better mitigate or mask
the impact of their difficulties (Quinn, 2010). In addition
to the gender discrepancies in the expression of ADHD,
referral bias may account for the gender differences in ADHD
prevalence. Many studies demonstrated that parents, teachers,
and professionals are more likely to recognize ADHD-related
symptoms in boys than in girls and are more likely to refer boys
to treatment (Glass and Wegar, 2000; Bruchmüller et al., 2012).
For example, Papageorgiou et al. (2008) conducted a study that
collected parent and teacher reports of ADHD behaviors of
children and measured the agreement of the parent and teacher
reports. The results showed that parents rated boys higher on the
hyperactivity scale than girls, but not on emotional problems,
conduct problems, and peer problems. Teachers rated boys
higher on inattention, hyperactivity, and conduct problems
than girls. Likewise, teachers were more likely to refer boys for
ADHD treatment, even when showing equal or lower levels of
impairment compared to girls (Sciutto et al., 2004; Coles et al.,
2012). When gender differences were assessed in a sample of
non-referred children (Biederman et al., 2005), boys and girls
did not differ in subtypes of ADHD, psychiatric comorbidity, or
treatment history. Girls also showed similar levels of cognitive,
school, and family functioning. The authors concluded that
the clinical correlates of ADHD are not influenced by gender
and that gender differences observed in clinical settings may be
caused by referral biases.

GENDER DIFFERENCES IN A
CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE
TEST (CPT)

Usually, ADHD diagnosis in children and adolescents involves
multiple sources of information, including clinical examination,
parents’ and teachers’ reports and self-report scales (Wolraich
et al., 2011). The vulnerability of these methods to clinicians
and informant biases (Rousseau et al., 2008) may lead to
underdiagnosis or overdiagnosis of ADHD, not only in girls
but also in other groups such as ethnic minorities (Lambert
et al., 2002). Given the limited validity of subjective measures
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of ADHD, there has long been an interest in using objective,
laboratory-based tools that could provide a norm-referenced
measure of ADHD. The CPT is the most frequently used
direct measure of ADHD-related inattention, impulsivity, and
hyperactivity (Vogt and Williams, 2011). Typically, the test
includes a rapid presentation of a sequence of visual or auditory
stimuli (numbers, letters, number/letter sequences, or geometric
figures). Participants are instructed to respond to the ‘‘target’’
stimulus and to avoid responding to ‘‘non-target’’ stimuli.
Responses to non-target stimuli are referred to as ‘‘commission
errors,’’ and are considered as a measure of impulsivity. An
absence of response to target stimuli is referred to as an
‘‘omission error’’ and is assumed to measure inattention. Other
common measures of CPT responses include the number of
correct responses, response time (RT), and the variability in RT.

The influence of gender on CPT performance among children
with ADHD is not clear. Some studies had shown girls to
have fewer CPT errors, superior signal detection, and less
inattention with longer interstimulus intervals (Arnold, 1996).
Other studies, however, failed to identify the gender difference in
CPT performance (Yang et al., 2004). A meta-analysis of gender
differences in CPT among clinic-referred children indicated that
consistent with rating scale studies (Gaub and Carlson, 1997;
Gershon, 2002), boys with ADHD committed significantly more
commission errors than girls with ADHD. However, no gender
differences were found in the rate of omission errors. These
findings suggest that inhibitory control, but not attention deficit
may be mediated by gender. Alternatively, the lack of gender
differences in inattention may be attributed to methodological
limitations of the included studies, mainly the inclusion of a low
number of studies, which were based on predominantly male
samples (Hasson and Fine, 2012).

THE CURRENT STUDY

The gender gap in clinical populations of children with ADHD
continues to hinder the correct diagnosis and treatment of girls
with the disorder (Skogli et al., 2013). Thus, understanding how
gender influences ADHD manifestations may have important
clinical, ethical, and public implications. Prior studies have
shown that girls with ADHD are under-identified due to
sex-specific biases and expectations (Waschbusch and King,
2006; Meyer et al., 2017) and that the threshold for referral
and diagnosis of ADHD in girls might be higher than
for boys (Mowlem et al., 2019). While these studies were
able to identify gender differences on standardized rating
scales, differences in gender performances on direct CPT
measures have received less attention (Hasson and Fine, 2012).
The current study sought to assess gender differences in
rating and objective measurements of ADHD as well as in
co-occurring problems in a clinic-referred sample of children
with ADHD. Based on a relatively balanced female-to-male
ratio (1:1.7), the current study examined the gender differences
in parent and teacher ADHD rating scales, co-occurring
symptoms, and CPT performance indices (attention, timing,
impulsivity, and hyperactivity). In addition, we examined
gender differences in the level of distractibility and in time-

on-task effects during CPT performance. Although increased
distractibility is considered one of the core symptoms of
ADHD within the inattention domain (American Psychiatric
Association, 2013), direct and systematic research on this deficit
and how it is differently patterned in males and females
is currently very limited. Addressing gender differences in
objective and subjective measures of ADHD, as well as in
co-occurring symptoms may overcome some of the clinician’s
and reporter’s gender-related biases observed in ADHD rating
scales. Furthermore, using different types of measures would
increase our understanding of ADHD underdiagnosis in
females and whether certain symptoms are more predictive of
ADHD referral and diagnosis in males than in females (or
vice versa).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants and Procedure
Israel has a socialized healthcare system in which all citizens are
free to choose between four health maintenance organizations
(HMOs). Patient fees are equivalent across all four HMOs, and
all HMOs provide equivalent medical services that are based on
national health regulations. The diagnosis of ADHD in Israel is
usually given by a psychiatrist or a neurologist and includes the
use of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders
(DSM) criteria and a formal diagnostic questionnaire for parents
and teachers (Hezi, 2010).

The current study included 204 children diagnosed with
ADHD (63% boys), referred to an outpatient pediatric neurologic
clinic, affiliated with the second-largest HMO. Children were
referred to the clinic for ADHD evaluation between January
2014 and December 2017. Participating children and their
families were all of Jewish background, lived in rural and
urban areas in Northern Israel, and had medium-high or
high socioeconomic status, based on a social scale that divides
geographic locations into different socioeconomic categories
(Israeli Central Bureau of Statistics, 2017).

Children’s age ranged between 6 and 17 years (Mean
age = 9.44, SD = 2.42). No age differences were found between
girls and boys (t(203) = 1.01, N.S).

Inclusion criteria were children between 6–17 years,
diagnosed with ADHD. The diagnostic procedure was conducted
by a certified pediatric neurologist and included an interview
with the child and parents, medical/neurological examination,
CPT administration, and ADHD diagnostic questionnaires.

Diagnosis of ADHD was considered positive if, based on
both parents’ and teacher’s reports (Conners, 2008), the child
scored above the standard clinical cut-offs for ADHD symptoms.
Since this is a clinical setting, a more conservative cut-off
(+2 Standard deviations and above) for ADHD diagnosis was
used (Barkley, 2015).

Exclusion criteria were an intellectual disability, chronic
neurological levels (e.g., cerebral palsy, autism spectrum
disorder), and psychosis. The protocol for the research project
conforms to the provisions of the Declaration of Helsinki,
approved by the Institutional Review of Board of Maccabi
health services.
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Measurements
Background variables included the child’s age and gender,
ethnicity, socio-economic status, place of residence, and
school type.

ADHD-related symptoms were assessed by the parent and
teacher forms of the Conners ADHD Index Rating scales, 3rd
edition, short-form (Conners 3 AI; Conners, 2008), Hebrew
version (Psychtech Ltd, 2012). The Conners 3 is a multi-
informant assessment of children between 6 and 18 years of age
that takes into account home, social, and school settings and
is considered to be a reliable instrument for detecting ADHD
problems in children aged 6–18 years.

Co-existing psychiatric symptoms were measured by
the Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL), and the Teacher’s
Report Form (TRF; Achenbach and Rescorla, 2001), Hebrew
version (Psychtech Ltd, 2005). These forms include eight
DSM-oriented scales consistent with DSM diagnostic
categories: Anxious/Depressed, Withdrawn/Depressed, Somatic
Complaints, Social Problems, Thought Problems, Attention
Problems, Rule-Breaking Behavior, and Aggressive Behavior.

CPT performance—the study employed the MOXO-
CPT1 version (Berger and Goldzweig, 2010), a standardized
computerized test designed to diagnose ADHD-related
symptoms. Like other CPTs, the MOXO-CPT measures
sustained attention, omission and commission errors, and RT.
However, as detailed below, it differs from other CPTs in its
ability to differentiate between different types of disinhibited
responses and between problems in RT and inattention.
Importantly, the test incorporates external interfering stimuli
(auditory and visual) serving as measurable distractors, a feature
that is unique to the MOXO-CPT. The test’s validity and utility
in distinguishing children and adolescents with ADHD from
their typically developing peers were demonstrated in previous
studies (Berger and Cassuto, 2014; Berger et al., 2017; Shahaf
et al., 2018).

General Description
The test included eight levels (stages); each consisted of 53 trials
(33 target and 20 non-target stimuli) and lasted 114.15 s. The
total duration of the test was 15.2 min. On each trial, a stimulus
(target or non-target) was presented in the middle of the screen
for 0.5, 1, or 3 s and was followed by a ‘‘void’’ of the same
length (Supplementary Figure S1). Each stimulus remained on
the screen for the full presentation time, regardless of whether a
response was provided or not. This practice allows the measuring
of RT as well as its accuracy. The child was instructed to respond
to the target stimulus as quickly as possible by pressing the space
bar once and only once. In addition, the child was instructed not
to respond to any other stimuli but the target, and not to press
any other key but the space bar.

Test Stimuli
Target and non-target stimuli were cartoon pictures. Given that
ADHD often co-occurs with specific learning disabilities that

1The term ‘‘MOXO’’ derives from the world of Japanese martial arts and means
a ‘‘moment of lucidity.’’ It refers to the moments preceding the fight, when the
warrior clears his mind from distracting, unwanted thoughts, and feelings.

may be confounded with CPT performance, all stimuli were free
of letters or numbers (Seidman et al., 2001). The target stimulus
was always a cartoon image of a child’s face. Non-target stimuli
included five different images of animals.

Distracting Stimuli
To improve the test’s ecological validity and to simulate the
everyday environment, the MOXO-CPT incorporated visual and
auditory distracting stimuli that were not part of the non-target
stimuli. Distractors’ onset was not synchronized with the onset of
the target or the non-target stimuli.

Distractors were short animated video clips with typical
elements of the child’s everyday life. Overall, six different
distractors were presented, each of them could appear as pure
visual (e.g., birds moving their wings), pure auditory (e.g., birds
singing), or as a combination of visual and auditory stimuli (birds
singing and simultaneously moving their wings). Distractor
presentation time varied between 3.5 and 14.8 s, with a fixed
interval of 0.5 s between two distractors. There were six various
visual distractors: a bowling ball (presented for 3.5 s), warrior
(Jedi) with a saber, a gong (6.8 s), birds (9.25 s), (14.8 s), saber
(6.8 s), and a flying airplane (8.6 s). Auditory distractors included
the six corresponding sounds of the visual distractors.

Test Levels
The test included eight levels, each included different distractors
set: Levels 1 and 8 did not include any distractors. Levels 2 and
3 included pure visual stimuli, levels 4 and 5 included pure
auditory stimuli, and levels 6 and 7 included a combination of
visual and auditory stimuli. During levels 2, 4, and 6, only one
distractor was presented at a time. During levels 3, 5 and 7, two
distractors were presented simultaneously.

Performance indices—The MOXO-CPT measured four
performance indices:

(1) Attention: the number of correct responses (pressing the key
in response to a target stimulus), which were conducted either
during the stimulus presentation or during the void period
that followed. This method allows the test to evaluate whether
the participant responded correctly to the target (was attentive
to the target) independently of his/her RT. The number of
omission errors were also calculated (i.e., the number of times
that the patient did not respond to a target stimulus). The score
in the Attention index was calculated as the average of correct
responses throughout the eight test levels.

(2) Timing: the number of correct responses (pressing the key in
response to a target stimulus) that were given while the target
stimulus was still presented on the screen. This index excluded
responses that were performed during the void period (after
the stimulus has disappeared). This method allowed the test
to differentiate between the overall rate of correct responses
(measured by the Attention index) and the rate of correct
responses that were given only on the right timing (measured
by the Timing index). These two aspects of RT correspond to
two different deficits typical to ADHD: difficulty to provide an
accurate response and difficulty to respond on time (National
Institute of Mental Health, 2012). The score in this index was
calculated as the average of correct responses while the target
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stimulus was still presented on the screen throughout the eight
test levels.

(3) Impulsivity: the number of commission errors performed only
when a non-target stimulus was present on the screen. Other
types of non-inhibited responses (e.g., pressing the keyboard
more than once) were not considered as impulsive responses
(as will describe in the next paragraph). Score in this index was
calculated as the average of impulsive responses throughout
the eight test levels.

(4) Hyperactivity: the total number of commission responses
that were not coded as impulsive responses (e.g., multiple
responses, random key pressing). Differentiating between
commission errors that were conducted due to impulsive
behavior and commission errors that were conducted due
to motor hyper-responsivity allowed the identification of
multiple sources of response disinhibition. The score in this
index was calculated as the average of hyperactive responses in
the eight test levels.

The MOXO-CPT version for adolescents and adults, that
was administered to participants aged 13 and above, differed
from the children’s version in several aspects. First, in each trial,
the stimulus (target/non-target) is presented for 0.5, 1 or 4 s,
followed by a ‘‘void’’ period of the same duration. Second, eight
different distractors were used instead of six. Distractors were
based on adults’ and adolescents’ everyday life, including car
driving, a crying baby, and arguing people. Third, all distractors
were presented for 8 s, with a fixed interval of 0.5 s between two
distractors. Finally, each level consisted of 59 trials (34 targets and
25 non-targets) and lasted 136.5 s, so that the total duration of the
test was longer (18.2 min). All other test’s characteristics were
identical to the children’s version.

Data Analysis
To address gender differences in teachers’ and parents’ rating
scale of child’s behavior (TRF and CBSL, respectively), we
performed multivariate analysis of variance with covariates
(MANCOVA). In these analyses, gender served as the
independent variable, and the eight CBCL or TRF subscales
were used as dependent variables.

To examine gender differences in teachers’ and parents’
reports of ADHD symptoms (according to the Conners
rating scales for teachers and parents, respectively), we
performed two-way repeated-measures ANOVA. Symptom type
(inattention or hyperactivity/impulsivity) and informant role
(teacher or parent) were the within-subject factors, and gender
was the between-subject factor. Of interest were the interaction
effects of gender ∗ symptom type, gender ∗ informant role, and
the three-way interaction (gender ∗ symptom type ∗ informant
role). These effects may provide evidence that gender differences
in ADHD symptoms vary as a function of symptom type,
informant role or both.

Gender differences in the agreement rates between teacher
and parents rating of ADHD-related symptoms were examined
with chi-square tests.

Further, we examined gender differences in the four
MOXO-CPT performance indices, using a one-way repeated

measures ANOVA, with test levels as the within-subject factor
and gender as the between-subject factor. In addition, we
examined gender effects on the difference between the first and
the last test levels (for each CPT index) in order to explore
whether boys and girls are differently affected by time on the task.

Finally, to examine gender differences in distractibility levels
during CPT performance, we first calculated the difference
between the mean score in the no-distractor level (base-
line) and the mean score in each distractor type (pure
visual, pure auditory, and a combination of visual and
auditory distractors). This calculation was conducted separately
for each CPT index. The outcome of this calculation is
considered a measure of the distractibility level. Next, we
conducted two-way repeated-measures ANOVA. Distractor type
(visual, auditory, or combined) and distractibility load (low
or high distractibility) was the within-subject factors, and
gender was the between-subject factor. Of interest were the
two-way interactions (gender ∗ distractor type and gender
∗ distractibility load) as well as the three-way interaction
(gender ∗ distractor type ∗ distractibility load). Such interactions
would provide evidence for differential patterns of sensitivity to
environmental distractors between boys and girls. Participants’
age served as a covariate in all analyses. Power analysis
calculation revealed that using a two-tailed test, α = 0.05, and
power = 0.80 (Cohen, 1992), a minimum of 51 participants
is required in each gender group. Thus, our sample size
(N = 204) was able to provide adequate power to detect
a medium effect size (Cohen d = 0.5). All multivariate
analyses were followed by posthoc analyses with Bonferroni
correction for multiple comparisons. Analyses were conducted
with SPSS software for Windows Version 25 (SPSS, Inc.,
Chicago, IL, USA).

RESULTS

Gender Differences in Co-existing
Symptoms
To test gender differences in parents’ and teachers’ reports of
child’s behavior we conducted a one-way MACNOVA for the
CBCL and the TRF. The total scores in the CBCL and the TRF
were the dependent variables, and gender was the independent
variable. Age served as a covariate variable. The results of the
analyses are presented in Table 1.

Overall, MANCOVA results of the CBCL subscales
indicated that the effect of gender was not significant,
Wilks’ Lamda = 0.937, F(8,192) = 1.62, p = 0.12. MANCOVA
results of the TRF subscales yielded a significant overall
main effect of gender, Wilks’ Lamda = 0.792, F(8,192) = 6.32,
p < 0.001. Univariate comparisons revealed a main effect for
gender so that according to teachers’ reports, boys had more
anxiety/depression symptoms, F(1,199) = 4.81, p = 0.03, and more
rule-breaking behaviors, F(1,199) = 11.89, p = 0.001 than girls.
Girls, on the other hand, were more likely to present attention
difficulties/hyperactivity symptoms, F(1,199) = 5.96, p = 0.02.
Because inattention and hyperactivity are included in the same
subscale of the TRF, it was impossible to identify whether
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TABLE 1 | Parent and teacher rating of child’s behavior, by gender.

Boys (n = 129) Girls (n = 75) Gender differences

Mean score SD Mean score SD

CBCL parent report
Anxious/depressed 59.35 8.11 60.49 8.511 F(8,192) = 1.62, p = 0.12
Withdrawn/depressed 57.10 8.54 55.56 8.896
Somatic complaints 57.60 8.99 57.33 8.034
Social problems 58.81 7.42 60.13 9.002
Thought problems 63.52 63.61 57.70 7.649
Attention deficit 64.71 7.91 67.53 8.270
Rule-breaking behavior 57.81 7.60 56.87 6.705
Aggressive behavior 62.89 9.14 62.60 9.614
TRF teacher report
Anxious/depressed 61.75 8.91 59.08 7.62 F(8,192) = 6.32, p < 0.001
Withdrawn/depressed 58.95 7.24 58.25 8.14
Somatic complaints 56.98 7.68 55.96 7.15
Social problems 60.61 8.30 61.17 8.44
Thought problems 59.59 7.19 58.12 7.69
Attention deficit and
hyperactivity

62.76 5.19 64.77 5.26

Rule-breaking behavior 59.74 7.69 56.05 6.65
Aggressive behavior 64.48 10.26 62.84 8.01
Conners rating scales
Parent rating of inattention 72.11 11.13 76.25 9.01 F(1,200) = 10.04, p = 0.002
Teacher rating of inattention 71.12 7.76 76.55 8.08
Parent rating of
hyperactivity/impulsivity

73.47 14.00 76.43 14.26

Teacher rating of
hyperactivity/impulsivity

71.26 12.72 70.88 13.81

Parent-teacher agreement
on inattention symptoms

No report 5 3.8 0 0 χ2
(2, N = 204) = 12.08, p = 0.002

Parent or teacher 38 29.4 9 12
Both parent and teacher 86 66.6 66 88

Parent teacher agreement
on hyperactivity/impulsivity
symptoms

No report 15 11.6 8 10.7 χ2
(2, N = 204) = 2.26, p = 0.88

Parent or teacher 37 28.7 24 32
Both parent and teacher 77 59.6 43 57.3

Note. Higher scores mean greater pathology.

teachers perceived girls as more inattentive or more hyperactive
than boys.

Gender Differences in Parent and Teacher
ADHD Rating Scales
To examine gender differences in teachers’ and parents’
reports of ADHD symptoms (according to the Conners
rating scales for teachers and parents, respectively), we
performed two-way repeated-measures ANOVA. Symptom
type (inattention or hyperactivity/impulsivity) and informant
role (teacher or parent) were the within-subject factors, and
gender was the between-subject factor. Table 1 summarizes
gender differences in Conners’s ADHD scores according
to parents’ and teachers’ reports. Analyses did not find a
main effect for symptom type, Wilks’ Lamda value = 0.992,
F(1,200) = 1.53, p = 0.22, or for informant role, Wilks’
Lamda value = 0.997, F(1,200) = 0.61, p = 0.43. Gender
interacted with symptom type, Wilks’ Lamda = 0.981,
F(1,200) = 3.91, p = 0.049, but not with informant role,
Wilks’ Lamda = 0.997, F(1,200) = 0.52, p = 0.47. Between
subject analysis revealed effect for gender, F(1,200) = 10.04,
p = 0.002. Post hoc analysis of the interaction effect

yielded a mean difference of 2.99, p = 0.002. As depicted
in Supplementary Figure S2, girls had more inattention
problems than boys, but no gender difference was evident in the
hyperactivity/impulsivity symptoms.

In order to examine whether gender differences exist in
the agreement rates between teacher and parents rating of
ADHD-related symptoms, we conducted a chi-square test.
Gender differences were found in the rates of agreement on
inattention problems χ2

(2, N = 204) = 12.08, p = 0.002 so that there
were significantly more girls for whom both parent and teacher-
reported inattention problems than boys who scored positive
on both scales. In contrast, no gender differences were found
in the agreement rates on hyperactivity/impulsivity symptoms.
χ2
(2, N = 204) = 2.26, p = 0.88.

Gender Differences in CPT Performance
To examine gender differences in MOXO-CPT performance,
one-way repeated measures ANOVA was conducted, followed
by posthoc analyses with Bonferroni correction for multiple
comparisons. The eight test levels served as the within-subject
factor and gender as the between-subject factor. The results are
shown in Table 2.
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TABLE 2 | Gender differences in the four continuous performance test (CPT) performance indices.

CPT index Test level Boys (n = 129) Girls (n = 75) Gender differencesc

(between-subject effect)Mean score Mean score

M SD M SD

Attention Base line 31.85 2.039 31.73 1.710 F(1,193) = 0 0.38, p = 0.54
Visuala 30.59 2.781 29.96 3.482
Visualb 30.82 2.840 30.58 3.270
Auditorya 30.63 2.878 30.29 3.238
Auditoryb 30.14 4.096 29.59 3.382
Combineda 28.96 4.973 28.27 4.718
Combinedb 28.78 4.737 28.51 4.571
No distractors 29.48 4.312 28.93 3.717

Timing Base line 22.54 4.629 22.18 4.877 F(1,193) = 1.93, p = 0.17
Visuala 19.98 4.346 18.88 3.819
Visualb 20.68 4.736 19.95 4.447
Auditorya 21.62 4.733 20.79 4.670
Auditoryb 21.42 5.195 20.00 5.249
Combineda 19.38 5.698 18.36 5.170
Combinedb 19.54 5.571 17.88 4.936
No distractors 21.13 5.118 19.71 5.043

Hyperactivity Base line 1.90 2.798 1.44 1.915
Visuala 3.76 4.940 2.63 2.176 F(1,193) = 2.96, p = 0.09
Visualb 5.90 8.341 4.41 5.838
Auditorya 4.15 5.252 3.30 3.471
Auditoryb 5.31 7.731 4.53 7.288
Combineda 6.02 9.115 5.23 10.161
Combinedb 7.25 11.287 4.78 5.197
No distractors 4.48 5.759 4.29 6.315

Impulsivity Base line 1.81 1.710 1.58 1.363 F(1,193) = 4.63, p = 0.03
Visuala 2.20 2.150 1.45 1.424
Visualb 2.26 2.003 1.62 1.792
Auditorya 2.37 2.148 1.88 1.779
Auditoryb 2.88 2.700 2.15 2.961
Combineda 2.35 2.673 1.90 2.964
Combinedb 2.50 2.417 2.05 2.327
No distractors 2.89 2.981 2.51 3.167

aLow distractibility (one distracting stimulus). bHigh distractibility (two distracting stimuli). cBased on two-way MANOVA with repeated measures. Note. In the Attention and Timing
indices, higher scores mean better performance. In the Hyperactivity and Impulsivity indices, higher scores mean worse performance (increased hyperactive and impulsive responses).

Analyses of within subject effects on the Attention index
revealed main effect of test level, Wilks’ Lamda = 0.738,
F(7,187) = 9.49, p < 0.001. Gender did not interact with test level,
Wilks’ Lamda = 0.986, F(7,187) = 0.39, p = 0.91. Between-subject
analyses revealed no effect for gender, F(1,193) = 0 0.38, p = 0.54.

Similar patterns were identified in the Timing and
Hyperactivity indices. Analyses of within-subject effects in
the Timing index revealed a main effect for test level, Wilks’
Lamda = 0.813, F(8,187) = 6.14, p < 0.001. Gender did not
interact with test level, Wilks’ Lamda = 0.969, F(8,187) = 0.84,
p = 0.55. Between-subject analyses revealed no effect for gender,
F(1,193) = 1.93, p = 0.17.

Analyses within subject effects on the Hyperactivity index
revealed main effect for test level, Wilks’ Lamda = 0.723,
F(8,187) = 10.24, p< 0.001. Gender did not interact with test level,
Wilks’ Lamda = 0.955, F(8,187) = 1.27, p = 0.27. Between-subject
analysis revealed no effect for gender, F(1,193) = 2.96, p = 0.09.

Analyses of within-subject effects on the Impulsivity index
revealed a main effect for test level, Wilks’ Lamda = 0.971,
F(1,193) = 5.67, p = 0.018. Gender did not interact with
test level, Wilks’ Lamda = 0.968, F(2,192) = 0.88, p = 0.52.
However, between-subject analysis revealed a main effect of

gender, F(1,193) = 4.63, p = 0.03. Post hoc analyses with
Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons indicated that
boys (M = 2.41, SD = 0.15) conducted more impulsive responses
than girls (M = 1.88, SD = 0.20), regardless of test level (p = 0.03).

The effect of the test level that was observed in all CPT indices
reflects the variation between levels in the presence, type, or load
of distractors. These effects will be described in the next section.

Finally, we wished to examine whether boys and girls
were differently affected by time on the task. Therefore, we
compared boys and girls on the difference between the first
and the last level of every CPT index, using two-way repeated-
measures ANOVA. For these analyses, test level (first and
last) and CPT index (Attention, Timing, Hyperactivity, and
Impulsivity) were the within-subject factors and gender was the
between-subject factor.

Within subject analysis revealed a main effect for CPT index,
Wilks’ Lamda = 0.20, F(3,191) = 250.77, p < 0.001 but not for
the test level, Wilks’ Lamda = 0.998, F(1,193) = 0.34, p = 0.56.
Gender did not interact with CPT index, Wilks’ Lamda = 0.994,
F(3,191) = 0.41, p = 0.75 or with test level, Wilks’ Lamda = 0.996,
F(1,193) = 0.87, p = 0.35. The three-way interaction was not
significant as well, Wilks’ Lamda = 0.991, F(3,191) = 0.56, p = 0.64.
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The between subject analysis did not reveal a main effect for
gender, F(1,193) = 2.39, p = 0.12.

Gender Differences in Distractibility
To study gender differences in distractibility level during CPT
performance, a series of two-way repeated-measures ANOVAs
were conducted. Separate analyses were conducted for each one
of the four MOXO-CPT performance indices. For these analyses,
distractor type (visual, auditory, or combined) and distractibility
load (low or high distractibility) was the within-subject factors,
and gender was the between-subject factor. The results are shown
in Table 3.

Analyses of within subject effects on the Attention index
revealed main effects of distractor type, Wilks’ Lamda = 0.811,
F(2,192) = 22.38, p < 0.001, and distractibility load, Wilks’
Lamda = 0.975, F(1,193) = 4.97, p = 0.03. Gender did not interact
with distractor type,Wilks’ Lamda = 1.00, F(2,192) = 0.04, p = 0.96,
or with distractibility load, Wilks’ Lamda = 0.996, F(1,193) = 0
0.77, p = 0.38. The three-way interaction between distractor
type, distractibility load and gender was not significant, Wilks’
Lamda = 0.995, F(2,192) = 0 0.51, p = 0.60. Between-subject
analysis revealed no effect for gender, F(1,193) = 0 0.33, p = 0.57.

Post hoc analysis with Bonferroni correction of the main
effect of distractor type on the Attention index showed that
participants were more distracted by the combination of visual
and auditory distractors than by the presence of pure visual
(mean difference = 1.84, p < 0.001) or pure auditory distractors
(mean difference = 1.52, p< 0.001). Post hoc analysis of the effect
of distractibility load did not reveal significant differences.

Analyses of within-subject effects on the Timing index
revealed a main effect of distractor type, Wilks’ Lamda = 0.842,
F(2,192) = 17.97, p < 0.001, but not of distractibility load,
Wilks’ Lamda = 0.995, F(1,193) = 0.93, p = 0.34. Gender
did not interact with distractor type, Wilks’ Lamda = 0.998,
F(2,192) = 0.19, p = 0.83, and not with distractibility load, Wilks’
Lamda = 0.996, F(1,193) = 0 0.80, p = 0.37. The three-way
interaction between distractor type, distractibility load, and
gender was not significant, Wilks’ Lamda = 0.984, F(2,192) = 1.51,
p = 0.22. Between-subject analysis revealed no effect for gender,
F(1,193) = 2.31, p = 0.13. Post hoc analysis with Bonferroni
correction of the main effect of distractor type on the Timing
index showed that participants were more distracted by the
combination of visual and auditory distractors than by pure
visual (mean difference = 1.07, p < 0.001) or pure auditory
(mean difference = 2.16, p < 0.001) distractors. Pure visual
distractors were more distracting than pure auditory distractors
(mean difference = 1.20, p< 0.001).

Analyses of within subject effects on the Hyperactivity index
revealed main effect of distractibility load, Wilks’ Lamda = 0.910,
F(1,193) = 19.06, p < 0.001, but not for distractor type, Wilks’
Lamda = 0.990, F(2,192) = 0.99, p = 0.38. Gender did not interact
with distractor type, Wilks’ Lamda = 0.993, F(2,192) = 0.71,
p = 0.49 or with distractibility load, Wilks’ Lamda = 0.983,
F(1,193) = 3.29, p = 0.07. The three-way interaction between
distractor type, distractibility load and gender was not significant,
Wilks’ Lamda = 0.994, F(2,192) = 0.54, p = 0.58. Between-
subject analysis revealed no effect for gender, F(1,193) = 2.14,
p = 0.15. Post hoc analysis with Bonferroni correction of the

TABLE 3 | Gender differences in distractibility during CPT performance.

CPT index Test level Boys (n = 129) Girls (n = 75) Gender differencesc

(between-subject effect)
M SD M SD

Attention Base line-visuala 1.26 2.45 1.77 2.80 F(1,193) = 0.33, p = 0.57.
Base line-visualb 1.03 2.57 1.16 2.70
Base line-auditorya 1.23 2.53 1.44 2.45
Base line-auditoryb 1.72 3.91 2.14 2.72
Base line-combineda 2.89 4.79 3.45 4.32
Base line-combinedb 3.07 4.42 3.22 4.04

Timing Base line-visuala 2.55 2.91 3.30 3.09 F(1,193) = 2.31, p = 0.13.
Base line-visualb 1.85 3.73 2.23 3.24
Base line-auditorya 0.92 3.67 1.38 3.59
Base line-auditoryb 1.11 4.43 2.18 4.20
Base line-combineda 3.15 4.53 3.82 4.39
Base line-combinedb 3.00 5.03 4.30 4.53

Hyperactivity Base line-visuala −1.85 3.34 −1.19 2.49 F(1,193) = 2.14, p = 0.15
Base line-visualb −4.00 7.03 −2.97 5.88
Base line-auditorya

−2.24 4.09 −1.86 3.66
Base line-auditoryb

−3.41 6.60 −3.10 7.17
Base line-combineda

−4.12 8.16 −3.79 10.16
Base line-combinedb

−5.35 10.51 −3.34 5.18
Impulsivity Base line-visuala −0.39 1.717 0.12 1.60 F(1,193) = 2.40, p = 0.12.

Base line-visualb −0.45 1.99 −0.04 1.67
Base line-auditorya

−0.56 1.78 −0.30 1.77
Base line-auditoryb

−1.07 2.61 −0.58 2.84
Base line-combineda

−0.54 2.66 −0.33 2.83
Base line-combinedb

−0.68 2.56 −0.48 2.34

aLow distractibility (one distracting stimulus). bHigh distractibility (two distracting stimuli). cBased on two-way MANOVA with repeated measures. Note. In all MOXO-CPT indices, higher
scores (in absolute value) mean increased distractibility.
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main effect of distractibility load on the Hyperactivity index
showed that CPT performance was worse when two distractors
were simultaneously presented than when only one distractor
was presented (mean difference = 1.10, p< 0.001).

Analyses of within-subject effects on the Impulsivity
index revealed a main effect of distractibility load, Wilks’
Lamda = 0.971, F(1,193) = 5.67, p = 0.018, but not of distractor
type, Wilks’ Lamda, 0.994, F(2,192) = 0.59, p = 0.56. Gender
did not interact with distractor type, Wilks’ Lamda = 0.997,
F(2,192) = 0.34, p = 0.72 or with distractibility load, Wilks’
Lamda = 0.998, F(1,193) = 0.23, p = 0.79. The three-way
interaction between distractor type, distractibility load, and
gender was not significant, Wilks’ Lamda = 0.997, F(2,192) = 0.34,
p = 0.72. The between-subject analysis did not reveal a main
effect for gender, F(1,193) = 2.40, p = 0.12. Post hoc analysis with
Bonferroni correction of the main effect of distractor ability load
on the Impulsivity index showed that CPT performance was
worse when two distractors were simultaneously presented than
when only one distractor was presented (mean difference = 0.21,
p = 0.02).

DISCUSSION

This study systematically examined gender effects on ADHD
manifestations in a clinic-referred sample of children with
ADHD aged 6–17 years, as obtained through subjective and
objective measures of ADHD symptoms. To reduce a reporter’s
bias, the current study used the CPT as an objective laboratory-
based measure of ADHD symptoms. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first study that focused on gender
differences in distractibility in children with ADHD.

Examination of gender differences in parent and teacher
reports on ADHD-related symptoms, according to the Conners
rating scales, showed that the level of inattention symptoms
was higher among referred girls. However, boys and girls were
equally impaired in terms of impulsivity and hyperactivity.
A similar pattern emerged in the TRF, where teachers
reported more inattention problems for girls, but higher
levels of depression, anxiety, and rule-breaking behaviors for
boys. Consistent with previous studies, these findings suggest
that clinically diagnosed males and females showed similar
symptom severity except for higher inattention scores in
females (Biederman et al., 2002; Biederman and Faraone, 2004;
Graetz et al., 2005). In addition, we found that teachers,
but not parents, were likely to identify boys as having more
psychiatric internalizing (anxiety/depression) and externalizing
(rule-breaking) co-occurring symptoms. These findings differ
from previous studies, which found more anxious/depressed
symptoms in girls than in boys (Quinn, 2008; Liu et al.,
2011). Probably, teachers and parents capture different aspects
of depression and anxiety (e.g., fear of novel experiences vs.
school-related anxiety; Geiser, 2009; Grigorenko et al., 2010).
For instance, teachers may be more likely than parents to
identify anxiety and depression because ADHD-related social
and academic difficulties are more prominent in the school
environment (Biederman et al., 1995). Alternatively, it is possible
that boys’ externalizing symptoms were associated with elevated

levels of emotional lability and dysregulation (Martel and Nigg,
2006; Seymour et al., 2014) and therefore were pronounced as
anxiety and depression.

While teachers’ and parents’ ADHD rating scales
demonstrated gender differences in the inattention domain,
a different pattern of gender differences emerged in the CPT
data. Similar to previous studies (McGee et al., 2000; Seidman
et al., 2005; Miranda et al., 2012), our results showed that boys
conducted more impulsive responses than girls, regardless the
presence of distracting stimuli, the type of distractors (visual,
auditory or combined) or their load (one or two distracting
stimuli at a time). Importantly, gender did not interact with
distractors type or with their load, indicating that the effect
of environmental distractors on CPT performance did not
significantly differ between boys and girls. Our results suggest
a possible dissociation between gender and the method of
ADHD assessment; while girls with ADHD (but not boys)
showed increased inattention symptoms according to teacher
and parent report scales, boys (but not girls) showed increased
impulsivity according to CPT performance indices. These results
indicate that distinct ADHD-related deficits might be evaluated
by different assessment methods and might also be differently
patterned in males and females.

Nonspecific associations between CPT performance and
behavioral measures of ADHD have been well documented in
the ADHD literature (Reh et al., 2015; Willard et al., 2016). CPT
performance was poorly to moderately correlated with parent
and teacher ratings and was often inconsistent with subtypes of
ADHD diagnosis (Barkley, 1991; Edwards et al., 2007). Several
interpretations were offered for these findings. First, it has
been suggested that CPT performance and behavioral measures
of ADHD may not converge due to the limited utility and
ecological validity of both assessment methods. Some authors
have questioned the validity of parent and teacher reports, given
their vulnerability to clinician and informant biases (Edwards
et al., 2007), reduced reliability for monitoring symptoms over
time (Rabiner et al., 2010), and the influences of ethnicity, gender
and socioeconomic status on ADHD symptom ratings (Slobodin
and Masalha, in press).

On the other hand, several authors have questioned the
utility and the ecological validity of the CPT in the diagnosis
of ADHD, as it provides only a brief snapshot of a child’s
attentional capacity in a controlled environment (Barkley,
1991; Netson et al., 2011). A second possible explanation
for the low convergent validity of the CPT with other
behavioral measures of ADHD is that the magnitude of
response achieved on CPT differs from that perceived by
parents and teachers. For example, McGee et al. (2000)
found that in a sample of clinic-referred children, the CPT
was sensitive to behavior ratings only at the highest levels
of the behavioral disturbance. The limited sensitivity of
the CPT to ADHD-related deficits might be attributed to
insufficient cognitive demands of the test (Mahone et al.,
2001; Berlin et al., 2004), leading to a ceiling effect in CPT
performance (Lasee and Choi, 2013). Third, laboratory and
behavioral measures of ADHD may be tapping into qualitatively
different aspects of behavior. Behavior ratings are based on
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the accumulation of behavior during extended periods that
occur in real-life situations. CPT, on the other hand, measures
behavior in a particular moment in a laboratory setting
(Barkley, 1991). Likewise, the CPT may not capture some
aspects of ADHD that are perceived by behavioral ratings,
such as hyperactivity (Reh et al., 2015). There is evidence
that when a measurement of activity was combined with the
CPT, its convergence validity with teacher ratings significantly
improved as well its ability to distinguish between ADHD
and non-ADHD cases (Reh et al., 2015). Finally, the low
correspondence between ratings of behavior and constructs
measured by CPT may be related to the fact the CPT
fails to demonstrate symptom domain specificity (Epstein
et al., 2006; Netson et al., 2011). In a large epidemiological
study, Epstein et al. (2006) found that unexpectedly, omission
errors were associated with hyperactivity symptoms (and not
with inattention symptoms), whereas commission errors were
related to impulsivity symptoms, hyperactivity, and inattention
symptoms. Likewise, a recent study demonstrated that the
levels of hyperactivity or impulsivity during CPT performance
might be associated with basic attentional rather than inhibition
processes (Vogt et al., 2018). It has been suggested that
excessive motoric activity, such as fidgeting during a cognitive
performance, reflects efforts to modulate attention and alertness
(Hartanto et al., 2016). Thus, children with predominantly
inattention problems may demonstrate higher levels of activity
during CPT performance than children with predominantly
hyperactivity/impulsivity deficits.

The above findings suggest that the limited, nonspecific
associations between CPT performance and behavioral measures
of ADHD are multi-factorial and may reflect the psychometric
properties of both assessment methods as well as the underlying
ADHD-related deficits. Given the lack of research on the
correlations between gender, ADHD symptomatology, and CPT
performance (Sims and Lonigan, 2012), further investigation
is needed. Such an examination might assist clinicians in
interpreting the similarities and differences in these two sources
of data and how they are affected by gender.

A question remains as to whether and how gender differences
in CPT performance may vary as a function of the paradigm’s
requirements. In their meta-analytic study of gender differences
in CPT performance, Hasson and Fine (2012) indicated that
the type of the included CPTs (i.e., Conners CPT, AX-
CPT, and an auditory CPT) did not significantly contribute
to their overall findings. However, it was impossible to
determine how each CPT version contributed to the overall
observed gender differences due to the heterogeneity of CPT
paradigms and the different weights imposed on each study.
The MOXO-CPT has numerous unique aspects that might
have affected our results. First, the MOXO-CPT may pose
a higher distractibility load than other CPT paradigms. In
most CPTs that involve distracting stimuli, auditory distractors
served as background noise while children performed another
cognitive task (Abikoff et al., 1996; Pelham et al., 2011). In
contrast, distractors in the MOXO-CPT vary in their type,
length of presentation and location on the screen. This mode of
presentation did not allow adjustment or de-sensitization to the

distractors, thus maintaining high distractibility load throughout
the test.

Further, while some studies have used neutral stimuli (neutral
tone/letter) as distractors (Gordon and Mettelman, 1987;
Uno et al., 2006; van Mourik et al., 2007), the MOXO-CPT
incorporated ecologically valid stimuli that are typically
found in the child’s or adolescent’s everyday environment.
Because patients with ADHD have more difficulties in filtering
meaningful distractors than neutral ones (Blakeman, 2000;
López-Martín et al., 2013), it is possible that this feature of
the test further contributed to its high distractibility load.
These increased attention demands may have led to a floor
effect in CPT performance of both males and females, thus
hindering our ability to observe gender differences on various
CPT indices, such as sustained attention and timing. A second
aspect of the MOXO-CPT that should be considered when
interpreting our results is that the test distinguishes between
commission errors associated with impulsivity and hyperactive
responses associated with increased activity level. While previous
CPT studies consistently showed higher rates of commission
responses among boys than girls (Hasson and Fine, 2012),
they could not indicate whether these uninhibited responses
were associated with impulsivity or with increased activity
level (Pettersson et al., 2018). The MOXO-CPT may offer
a more nuanced observation of gender differences in these
two ADHD-related symptoms, suggesting that boys may be
more impulsive but not more active than girls. Finally, the
MOXO-CPT may differ from other CPTs in the level of
attentional demands over time. Previous studies (Bioulac et al.,
2012; Erdodi and Lajiness-O’Neil, 2013) showed decreased
attention in children and adolescents with ADHD as the task
progressed, probably due to degraded executive functions
and/or motivational resources (Baumeister et al., 2007; Inzlicht
and Schmeichel, 2012; Dekkers et al., 2017). However, we
did not find any differences between participants’ CPT scores
in the first and the last level of the test, regardless of their
gender or the CPT index. One possible explanation for the
diversity of our findings may be related to the cognitive
complexity of the MOXO-CPT paradigm. Previous research
has associated the decreased cognitive performance over time
in children and adolescents with ADHD with the increased
complexity of the task (Tucha et al., 2009, 2017; Huang-Pollock
et al., 2012). For example, in a study with children diagnosed
with ADHD, Bioulac et al. (2012) found a deterioration of
performances over time in a virtual classroom task but not in
the CPT. They suggested that virtual classroom task involved
more complex cognitive mechanisms than the CPT, which
imposed only minimal working memory load. Although the
MOXO-CPT required multiple attentional resources (various
inter-stimuli intervals, high burden of distractors, the use
of ecologically valid distractors, and various locations and
types of stimuli), the first and the last level of the test were
always free of distractors and may, therefore, required fewer
cognitive demands compared to the other test levels. The fact
that order effects confounded with the effects of test conditions
(various distractor type and load) may explain why the current
study failed to identify time-on-task effects in both genders.
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Nevertheless, the interaction between gender and time-on-task
effect on CPT performance should be further addressed in
future studies.

Several limitations of this study should be considered. The
first limitation is associated with the limited generalizability of
the study, due to relative ethnic and geographic homogeneity
of the sample, its limited size, and the fact that all children
were recruited from a single neuro-pediatric clinic. Given that
sustained attention is related to socio-cultural factors and even
to gender equality in the country (Riley et al., 2016), our
sampling method limits our ability to generalize our findings
to populations with greater cultural diversity. Another factor
that may limit the generalization of our findings is the fact
that we included only Israeli patients. Israel is characterized by
a dramatic rise in ADHD referral and diagnosis rates, mainly
due to increased community knowledge about symptomatology
and the benefits of treatment (Davidovitch et al., 2017). The
current sample included relatively mild cases of ADHD, thus
limiting the generalization of our findings to countries with
lower referral rates. Another limitation of the study is our
inability to study gender differences separately for children
and adolescents due to our limited sample size. Indices of
CPT performance, including the level of distractibility, were
previously associated with age (Berger et al., 2013; Slobodin
et al., 2015). Therefore, it will be worthwhile to study gender
effects on developmental trajectories of ADHD. Finally, it
should be noted that compared to other well-established
CPTs, the MOXO-CPT is a relatively novel tool with more
limited empirical support. Further investigation is needed to
provide insight into its psychometrical properties in the ADHD
evaluation process.

Our results may offer further insight into the various
effects of gender on rating and objective measures of
ADHD. The current study suggests that attention deficits
according to parents’ and teacher’s rating scales were
stronger predictors of ADHD referral among girls, whereas
externalization behavior were stronger predictors of ADHD
referral among boys. However, when assessed on objective
measures of ADHD, boys were more impulsive than girls,
but no other gender differences were observed. The fact
that boys and girls did not differ on most CPT outcomes,
including attention performance, timing, motor activity,
distractibility, and time-on-task, may indicate that the severity
of their ADHD symptoms is overall similar. These results
are in line with previous research in clinically ascertained
samples, showing similar levels of ADHD symptoms in
boys and girls in ADHD rating scales with the exception of
inattention for which females had higher ratings (Gershon, 2002;
Mowlem et al., 2019).

Although the utility of the CPT as a stand-alone diagnostic
tool for ADHD is currently limited (Berger et al., 2017;

Tallberg et al., 2019), it may add valuable information about
ADHD-related deficits to support clinical diagnosis. Using an
objective laboratory-based measure of ADHD may be especially
important among girls, who, due to clinician and informant
biases, tend to be underdiagnosed and undertreated for ADHD
(Coles et al., 2012). Our findings may encourage clinicians
and researchers to consider using gender-specific norms and
guidelines when assessing symptoms of ADHD (Hasson and
Fine, 2012).

CONCLUSIONS

The present study provides insight into gender differences
in ADHD symptoms using subjective and objective measures
of ADHD. It demonstrated that parents and teachers were
more likely to identify girls as having inattention problems
than boys. Teachers were more likely to identify rule-breaking
and anxiety/depression symptoms in boys than in girls. CPT
analysis revealed higher impulsivity among boys. Gender did
not interact with distractors type or load to affect CPT
performance, suggesting that deficits in inhibition control and
self-regulation might be considered a key aspect of ADHD
in both boys and girls (Barkley, 1997, 1999). These findings
highlight the need to include multiple sources of information
and methods of assessment to reduce the gender gap in
referred children.
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